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Old English literature, or Anglo-Saxon literature, encompasses the surviving literature written in Old English in
Anglo-Saxon England, in the period after the settlement of the Saxons and other Germanic tribes in England
(Jutes and the Angles) c. 450, after the withdrawal of the Romans, and "ending soon after the Norman
Conquest" in 1066. These works include genres such as epic poetry ...
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The London Underground (also known simply as the Underground, or by its nickname the Tube) is a public
rapid transit system serving London, England and some parts of the adjacent counties of Buckinghamshire,
Essex and Hertfordshire in the United Kingdom.. The Underground has its origins in the Metropolitan
Railway, the world's first underground passenger railway.
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Yellow journalism or the yellow press is a type of journalism that does not report much real news with facts. It
uses shocking headlines that catch people's attention to sell more newspapers.Yellow journalism might
include exaggerating facts or spreading rumors.. Yellow press newspapers have several columns and
front-page headlines about different types of news, such as sports and scandals.
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Search the world's information, including webpages, images, videos and more. Google has many special
features to help you find exactly what you're looking for.
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